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/ Cambridge Economics Walk

The story of Cambridge Economics is also part of the story about what exactly is 
economics? Is economics about prices or values? Is it concerned with the efficient 
allocation of scarce resources or the explanation of inequalities in income and wealth? Is 
it about utility or welfare? Can it be an objective deductive  science, or merely an 
inductive historical narrative? It is a story from a Moral Science of the 19th century, via 
Political Economy, to perhaps? an apolitical mathematical Economics in the 21st. But an 
aPolitical Economy is a veneer, even an illusion, in which the political and ideological 
assumptions are buried and obscured behind the formalism and inexorable logic of the 
maths. That ensures the chain of reasoning is valid but says nothing about the initial 
validity of the assumptions, nor of the quality and reliability of the data. Brian Reddaway, 
who we will meet later, had little time for the concept of statistical confidence: what 
mattered was your belief in the data, what Keynes in the Treatise on Probability would call 
the weight of the argument, related not to probability as risk or chance but what a later 
Cambridge alumnus Mervyn King) would call radical uncertainty.

/ Cambridge after Keynes / Adams Rd / #2 Nicholas Kaldor

LSE interplay

/ Cambridge after Keynes / Girton / Eileen Power

Economic history, an LSE connection again.

/ New Directions - JM Keynes et al / Trinity / Dennis Robertson (cf memorials in chapel)

DH Robertson can be seen as pushing the limits of Marshallian analysis, also bringing in 
the influence of Spiethoff and continental school: Real rather than monetary causes of the 
business cycle
More period based analysis, divergence with a Keynes - ironically even a divergence with 
Hansen who was, in many respects, much closer to him than Keynes!

/ New Directions - JM Keynes et al / Peterhouse / Richard Goodwin

Exiled from Harvard for his left wing views, a key part of the US Keynesian scene around 
Hansen, but seemingly coasting in his time at Cambridge, save for the impenetrable 
Elementary Economics from the Higher Standpoint. Flourished again after a  move to 
Italy.

/ New Directions - JM Keynes et al / Grove Lodge (Fitzwilliam Museum) / DHR @LSE 1939-44

DH Robertson only taught at the LSE for 1yr according to Presley, and then went to 
Treasury, but the LSE had moved to Peterhouse/Grove Lodge at this time so did he really 
move that much??



/ Moral Sciences Tripos

The struggle to escape from eg Bonamy Price’s common sense and gentlemen’s dinner 
party ethics to an independent rational science.
In the 1890s:
Part 1 of the Moral Sciences Tripos consisted of two papers on each of the following 
subjects: Psychology including Ethical Psychology; Logic and Methodology; Political 
Economy; together with a paper of Essays.
Part 2 consisted of group (A) Metaphysics, Political Philosophy, Ethics—on each of which 
there is one paper—and group (B) the following special subjects, History of Philosophy, 
Advanced Logic and Methodology, Advanced Psychology and Psychophysics, Advanced 
Political Economy. There are two papers on each of these special subjects besides an 
Essay paper containing questions on all the above subjects. Every student had to take 
one,  and not more than two, of the special subjects; also every student had to take the 
papers on Metaphysics and Ethics except those who select Advanced Political Economy 
as a special subject: for such students the paper on Political Philosophy was provided as 
an alternative for Metaphysics.

Part 1 Political Economy:
1    The fundamental assumptions of Economic Science, the methods employed in it, and 
the qualifications required in applying its conclusions to practice; its relation to other 
branches of Social Science.
2    Production of Wealth.
Causes which affect or determine
a    The efficiency of capital and of labour.
b    The difficulty of obtaining natural agents and raw materials.
c    The rate of increase of capital and population.
3    Exchange and Distribution of Wealth.
Causes which affect or determine
a    The value of commodities produced at home.
b    The rent of land.
c    Profits and wages.
d    The value of currency.
e    The value of imported commodities. Monopolies. Gluts and crises. Banking, and the 
foreign Exchanges.
4    Governmental Interference in its economic aspects. Communism and Socialism.
The principles of taxation: the incidence of various taxes: public loans and their results.
List of books recommended on this subject:
Marshall, Economics of Industry
Walker, The Wages Question, and Land and its Rent.
Mill, Principles of Political Economy, Books III. and V.
Jevons, Money and the Mechanism of Exchange.
Sidgwick, Principles of Political Economy, Introduction and Book III.
Fawcett, Free Trade and Protection.
The following books should also be consulted:



Bagehot, Lombard Street
Bastable, Foreign Trade sic, The Theory of International Trade (1887)
Farrer, Free Trade and Fair Trade]
Giffen, Essays in Finance, Second Series.
Nicholson, Money and Monetary Problems, Part I.
Rae, Contemporary Socialism.
Sidgwick, Principles of Political Economy, Books I. and II.

NB. JNK’s book on Formal Logic was recommended for the Logic & Methodology paper, 
as well as works by Mill and Jevons.

Part 2 Advanced Political Economy:
Students will be expected to shew a fuller and more critical knowledge of the subjects 
included in the schedule for Part I. The examination will also include the following 
subjects; the diagrammatic expression of problems in pure theory with the general 
principles of the mathematical treatment applicable to such problems: the statistical 
verification and suggestion of economic uniformities: and a general historical knowledge 
(a) of the gradual development of the existing forms of property, contract, competition 
and credit; (b) of the different modes of industrial organization; and (c) of the course and 
aims of economic legislation at different periods, together with the principles determining 
the same.

/ Moral Sciences Tripos / Divinity School / William Paley & Thomas Malthus

Maynard Keynes regarded the Revd. Thomas Malthus as the first Cambridge Economist, 
but Malthus did not found a Cambridge school or tradition, that would come later with 
Marshall and Neville Keynes. A very strong case can be made for William Paley some 23 
years senior to Malthus. Paley was great grandfather to Mary Paley one of the first 
Newnham students and wife of Alfred Marshall. He wrote up his college lectures, he was 
elected a fellow of Christ’s in 1766, as The Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy in 
1785, which quickly became a set text in Cambridge and went through 20 ediitions in 
England by 1821.

/ Economics Tripos

Marshall eventually succeeded in separating economics from the Moral Sciences Tripos 
in 1903. This had been his aim from the outset of his tenure of the chair. Marshall retired 
in 1908 to be followed by Arthur Pigou, a controversial appointment as he was only 30 at 
the time. The consensus seems to be that Marshall felt that Pigou offered a better 
prospect for the further consolidation of economics teaching and the professionalisation 
of the subject than his dutiful ally and former student Herbert Foxwell.

/ Economics Tripos / Faculty / Marshall Library / Marshall Papers?

Trade Cycle sketch, 1870s MS on Money



/ Marginalism & Methodenstreit / Newnham / Millicent & Henry Fawcett; Henry Sidgwick

Newnham and Girton in the story of women at Cambridge
Marshall being an opponent, but Fawcett and Sidgwick, later Keynes (eg Robinson, 
Reynard etc)

Henry Fawcett combined the chair of political economy (from 1863 to his death in 1884) 
with being an MP (from 1864) and Postmaster General (from 1880). Fawcett’s wife was 
Millicent Garrett,  the younger sister of Elizabeth Garrett Anderson (to whom Fawcett had 
also proposed). Millicent, Henry and their reformist circle which also included Henry 
Sidgwick, were instrumental in the founding of Newnham College, and the cause of 
women’s education in Cambridge. Sidgwick had recruited Marshall into the cause, but 
despite his marriage to Mary Paley and his subsequent period of exile due to the celibacy 
rules, Marshall later opposed degrees for women. Surprisingly, perhaps, this did not seem 
to have generated any domestic strife in the Marshall household.

/ Marginalism & Methodenstreit / Newnham / Mary Paley

As mentioned earlier Mary Paley was William Paley’s great granddaughter and one of the 
first Newnham students. She read Moral Sciences and was writing her own book on 
economics when she married her former economics teacher, Alfred Marshall in 1877.

/ Marginalism & Methodenstreit / Lucy Cavendish / Balliol Croft

Marshall in Bristol, then Oxford and back to Cambridge. Irony of leaving Cambridge 
because of his marriage vs treatment of Mary’s work

/ Marginalism & Methodenstreit / Lucy Cavendish / Balliol Croft / Alfred & Mary Marshall

When Alfred Marshall married in 1877 he was forced to give up his fellowship at John’s. 
The celibacy rules were not relaxed until 1882. The couple moved to Bristol, and then to 
Oxford in 1883 where Marshall had been offered the role of college lecturer at Balliol by 
Benjamin Jowett who had hoped that Marshall would be eventually able to succeed 
Bonamy Price in the Drummond Chair of Political Economy. However, before that could 
happen (Bonamy Price was repeatedly re-elected until his death in 1888), Marshall was 
elected to the Cambridge chair in 1885 following the death of Henry Fawcett (in 1884). 
The couple built a house on the Maddingley Road they named Balliol Croft. That house is 
now renamed Marshall House and is part of Lucy Cavendish College.



/ Marginalism & Methodenstreit / Harvey Rd / Neville Keynes (& JMK)

Neville and Methodological debate of the late nineteenth century, he had a disparaging 
view of Bonamy Price, the Drummond Professor at Oxford, who had denied that 
economics was scientific. Neville was briefly a college lecturer at Balliol in Oxford, 
succeeding Alfred Marshall.

Inductive vs deductive - Marginalist/Walrasian/Mathmatical approach vs English/German 
Historical Schools/US Institutionalists

JNK as creating a compromise, trying to settle the scope and method

/ The Cambridge School / King’s / Arthur Pigou

Foundational to Welfare Economics, concept of externalities, even if he missed the point 
on Keynes

/ The Cambridge School / King’s / Richard Kahn

Hairgrips version of QT, multiplier, the lost contribution on prime costs and the short 
period

/ The Cambridge School / Regent Terrace / #11 Frederick Lavington as student

Mature student after some time in banking
Dismissed as saying it’s all in Marshall, but actually took things forward … uncertainty, 
speculation, role of financial markets - sadly died very young

/ The Cambridge School / Girton / Helene Reynard

Protege of Keynes, Junior bursar of Girton, London



/ Cambridge after Keynes / Adams Rd / #2 Nicholas Kaldor



/ Cambridge after Keynes / Adams Rd / #4 Brian Reddaway



/ Cambridge after Keynes / Adams Rd / #16 Frank Hahn



/ New Directions - JM Keynes et al / Trinity / Dennis Robertson (cf memorials in chapel)



/ New Directions - JM Keynes et al / Trinity / Piero Sraffa



/ New Directions - JM Keynes et al / Grange Rd / #62 Joan Robinson



/ New Directions - JM Keynes et al / Grove Lodge (Fitzwilliam Museum)



/ Economics Tripos / Downing Site / Old Marshall Library



/ Marginalism & Methodenstreit / Newnham / Mary Paley



/ Marginalism & Methodenstreit / Lucy Cavendish / Balliol Croft / Alfred & Mary Marshall


